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Abstract-In recent years, system-on-chip designs have 

migrated from fairly simple single processor and memory 

designs to relatively complicated systems with higher 

communication requirements. Network-on-chip architectures 

emerged as promising solutions for future system-on-chip 

communication architecture designs. However, the switching 

and routing algorithm design of network-on-chip 

communication architectures are still facing great challenges. 

To address the deficiencies of the existing routing algorithms, a 

new adaptive network-on-chip routing algorithm: Traffic 

Allocation routing algorithm is proposed in this paper. The 

specifics of Traffic Allocation routing as well as the simulation 

results and analysis are also presented. For the proposed 

algorithm, traffic allocation registers are added to each of the 

routers to keep track of communication traffic loads for the 

four outgoing directions. Instead of monitoring the buffer 

depth of the neighboring routers, the proposed Traffic 

Allocation routing measures traffic loads based on local 

computation so as to reduce extra communication overhead. 

Simulation of the proposed Traffic Allocation routing 

algorithm and three existing routing algorithms has been 

carried out on NIRGAM network-on-chip simulator. 

Simulation results illustrate that the performance of the 

Traffic Allocation routing algorithm matches or exceeds the 

performance of the existing routing algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The dramatic development of VLSI technology through 
recent years has allowed more and more IP components to be 
integrated into a single chip. Intel has started to manufacture 
and ship out IS-core Xeon server chips integrated with 4.31 
billion transistors and running at clock speeds varying from 
lAGHz to 3.8 GHz [1]. This has promoted the development 
of high performance embedded platforms that can support 
the computation and communication requirements of recent 
complex applications, which could not be handled in 
traditional single processor architectures. The on-chip 
interconnection between the computing resources, such as 
microprocessors, DSPs, SRAMs and other functional cores, 
becomes a very challenging issue [2]. 

Network-on-chip (NOC) architecture has been proposed 
as a viable solution for the increasing complexity of on-chip 
communication problems due to following reasons: energy 
efficiency, reliability, scalability of bandwidth, reusability 
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and distributed routing decisions compared to shared-bus 
based architecture. NOC architecture employs an on-chip 
packet switching micro network to support the 
communication between the master components as depicted 
in Fig. l. 

Figure I. 4 X 4 2-dimensional mesh NOC. 

NOC architecture has the scalable and modular features 
of general networks, however, the high design complexity 
and complex configuration features of NOC architecture 
make it very difficult to implement the communication 
schemes of general networking as the on-chip 
communication methodology [3], [4]. 

A NOC system is comprised of IP cores, routers as well 
as wires that connect the routers together. All the IP cores, 
such as microprocessors, memories and other cores are 
connected to the routers. The routers are responsible for all 
the communication tasks while the IP cores focus on the 
more important computations and other operations. NOC 
design consists of: topology design, routing algorithm design, 
flow control, switching algorithm design and switch 
architecture design. Switching algorithms decide how to get 
data from an input channel to the proper output channel. 
Routing algorithms define the route for a packet to be 
delivered from source to destination [5]. 

In this paper, several existing NOC routing algorithms 
and their limitations will be briefly discussed. Then the 
proposed adaptive NOC routing algorithm: Traffic 
Allocation (TA) routing along with description of the 
simulation and analysis of the results will be presented. Each 



of the routers employs four input buffers to hold incoming 
packets. The packets will be stalled in present routers if the 
receiving (input) buffers of the downstream routers are full. 
It is very important to monitor depth of the input buffers of 
the neighboring routers. However, this causes extra 
communication overheads. In the proposed TA routing 
algorithm, a traffic allocation register is added for each of the 
four outgoing directions. Instead of checking depth of the 
adjacent incoming buffers, a router only needs to monitor the 
traffic load of its four outgoing directions. The direction with 
lower value in its traffic allocation register will be chosen to 
forward a packet. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 
discusses three existing popular routing algorithms, XV, 
Odd-Even and DyAD routings as well as some other 
approaches. Section 3 presents the new adaptive T A routing 
algorithm and its specifics. The simulation results and 
analysis are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 
concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Routing algorithm is a key element for efficient NOC 
communication system design. It defmes the route for a 
packet to be delivered from its source to destination. There 
are two major types of routing algorithms, one is called 
deterministic and another one is called adaptive routing 
algorithm. Deterministic routing always selects the same 
path between any two nodes. The route taken is determined 
before the packet is sent out, regardless of traffic conditions. 
Adaptive routing algorithm, on the other hand, chooses the 
path according to the current network status, such as the 
depth of the queues and network loads. XV, Odd-Even [5], 
and DyAD [6] are among the most popular traditional 
routing algorithms. NoP [7], RCA [8] and DAR [9] routing 
algorithms are other proposed methods. 

A. XY Routing 
XY is one of the deterministic routing algorithms. In XY 

algorithm, packets will be transported along X direction to 
get to the destination column, and then along Y direction to 
reach their fmal destination. 

Between the directions where router can send packet, the 
direction in which the neighboring router has less empty 
slots in its input buffer is selected. In this algorithm each 
router keeps track of packet depth of the input buffer of its 
adjacent neighbors. The routers will send a message to the 
upstream neighbors to inform the packet depth of its 
corresponding input buffers [10]. 

Odd-Even routing is said to be deadlock-free, but has 
overheads in message exchanging between routers and buffer 
status tracking. 

C. DyAD Routing 
DyAD routing dynamically employs a deterministic 

(generally XV) or an adaptive routing (Odd-Even) based on 
different network congestion situations. 

The depth of the four input buffers of all the routers will 
be monitored. For any router, if one of input buffers reaches 
a predefined congestion threshold, a congestion mode flag 
will be set to inform the neighboring routers about the 
situation. All routers will check the mode flags of the 
neighboring routers to decide which of the deterministic 
routing or adaptive routing will be used to forward the 
packets. One congestion mode flag will be enough to trigger 
the switching of the routing algorithms. 

DyAD routing algorithm is more complicated but 
efficient compared to XY and OE algorithms. It suffers from 
overheads for the routers to check mode flags of the 
neighbors. 

D. Other Routing Algorithms 
In NoP (Neighbors-on-Path) routing, dedicated wires are 

added to the architecture in order to exchange status 
information. It focuses on allocating the channels that will 
allow the packets to be routed to their destination along a 
path that is as free of congested nodes as possible. RCA 
(Regional Congestion Awareness) routing informs the 
routing policy of congestion in parts of the network beyond 
adjacent routers. The congestion information is across the 
network in scalable manner. In DAR (Destination-Based 
Adaptive) routing, every node maintains per-destination 
congestion state in the form of average delays to all other 
nodes through the candidate output ports permitted by 
minimal adaptive routing. 

III. PROPOSED TRAFFIC ALLOCATION ROUTING 
ALGORITHM 

To address the limitations of the existing routing 
algorithms, a new adaptive routing algorithm, Traffic 
Allocation (TA) routing is proposed. 

To implement XY algorithm, a router (X,Y) always 
compares its current X location to the packet X-destination. 
If it is greater or smaller, the packet will be moved to west or 
east direction. If it is a match, the router will then compare 
its current Y location to the packet Y -destination. The packet 
will be moved to north or south direction based on the result. 
The packet will be delivered to the 10cailP core only if both 
of the X and Y locations match the packet X and Y 
destination. 

XY algorithm is simple and easy to implement. On the 
other hand, it suffers from deadlock and central congestion 
problems. 

A. The Traffic Allocation Routing 

B. Odd-Even Routing 
Odd-Even routing is an adaptive routing algorithm. For 

the routers in odd columns, the turn model north-to-west and 
south-to-west turns are banned and for the routers in even 
columns, east-to-south and east-to-north turns are banned. 
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A NOC system consists of routers and wires. All the 
routers are identical except the router IDs which consists of 
their X and Y locations. Each of the routers employs four 
input buffers to hold incoming packets. The incoming 
packets will be rejected if the receipting buffer is full. 
Routers have to monitor depth of input buffers of the 
neighboring routers, thus introducing extra operation and 
communication overheads. 



In our proposed T A routing algorithm, there are four 
traffic allocation registers added, T A_REG _ E, T A_REG _ W, 
T A_REG _N and T A_REG _ S for the four outgoing 
directions, east, west, north and south respectively in all 
routers. Instead of checking input buffer depth of the 
adjacent routers, the traffic load of the four outgoing 
direction was continuously monitored, as depicted in Fig. 2. 

There are two rules that must be followed: 
1) A packet has to be moved through the shortest 

possible path. 
2) X-directions (East and West) always win tie breaks 

over V-directions (North and South). 

Figure 2. Traffic allocation routing architecture. 

For example, a packet arrives at a router and is heading to 
south-east directions. It can be only transported to either 
south or east direction. The corresponding traffic allocation 
registers (T A_REG _ E and T A_REG _ S) will be compared. 
The packet will fmally be moved to the direction with a 
lower number in the traffic allocation register. The packet 
will be moved to the east if the comparison yields a result of 
a tie. The chosen traffic allocation register will be 
incremented by 1 after the transaction. The operations m 
other scenarios are same as the case mentioned above. 

B. The TA Algorithm implementation 
The TA routing algorithm has been added to NIRGAM 

simulator. The detailed implementation of the case 
mentioned in 3.1 is as follows: 
if (Y _ dest > yco){ 

if (X _ dest == xco){ 

} 

T A REG East = T A REG_East + 1; 
return E; 

else if (X _ dest > xco){ 
if (TA_REG_East == TA_REG_South II 

TA_REG_South> TA_REG_East){ 
TA_REG_East = TA_REG_East + 1; 

return E; 

} 
else if (TA _ REG _East> TA _REG_South) { 

TA_REG_South = TA_REG_South + 1; 
return S; 

} 
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} 
else if (X _ dest < xco) { 
if (TA_REG_East == TA_REG_North II 

TA_REG_North> TA_REG_ East){ 
TA _ REG_East = TA _REG_East + I; 

return E; 

} 
else if (TA _REG_East> TA _ REG _ North){ 

TA_REG_North = TA_REG_ North + I; 
return N; 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The simulation is carried out based on 2-dimension 6X6 
mesh NOC architecture on NIRGAM 2.1 simulator. 
NIRGAM is an open source discrete event simulator for 
simulating different operation cases on NOC. It is a 
SystemCIC++ based simulator [II]. The proposed Traffic 
Allocation routing algorithm is added to the simulator and 
tested along with the existing XV, OE and DyAD routing 
algorithm under exactly same NOC topology and traffic 
con fi gurati on. 

A. Simulation Set up 
The NIRGAM simulation parameters can be configured 

in three files. In "nirgam.config", you can defme NOC 
topology type, size, routing algorithm, clock frequency, flit 
size, number of warm up clock cycles and total simulation 
clock cycles. In "application.config", the role of the tiles can 
be defined. In our simulations, the tiles were attached to a 
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic generator. Packet size, 
network load, and destination information can be defined in 
the tile-n files found in $NIRGAM/config/traffic [12]. The 
simulation result can be found in sim _result and graphic 
result file. 

In the simulation, the packet size is set at 20 bytes with 
random destination mode. The simulation percentage loads 
from 10% to 90% at step of 10%. The clock runs at 1 GHz 
and the simulation runs for 50,000 clock cycles with warm 
up period of 800 clock cycles. 

The structure of NIRGAM simulator is shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3. NIRGAM simulator structure. 

B. Simulation Results 
To evaluate the performance of the four routing 

algorithms, total network power consumption (milliWatts) 
and the overall average latency in clock cycle per flint under 
all nine network loads in percentages from 10% to 90% are 



measured. To accurately evaluate perfonnance of the routing 
algorithms under different network load levels, the average 
of total network power consumption and communication 
latency in clock cycle per flint was calculated for network 
loads from 10% to 30%, 40% to 60% and 70% to 90% 
representing performance of the four routing algorithms 
under low, mid and high network load degrees respectively. 

The results of Network Loads vs. Total Network Power 
Consumption for XY, OE, DyAD and proposed TA routing 
algorithms are shown in Table I and Fig. 4. 

TABLE I. 

Loads 
10% 
20% 
30% 
40% 
50% 
60% 
70% 
80% 
90% 

TOTAL NETWORK POWER OF THE ROUTING ALGORITHMS 

XV OE DyAD 
13.339 16.4339 13.3909 

25.2734 31.7 25.0217 
31.3019 39.637 31.1679 
42.1943 52.3314 42.083 
62.3058 68.6231 62.2054 
62.1858 62.1858 62.3438 
62.535 67.7153 62.7823 

62.6296 68.1021 62.9808 
62.1195 67.7392 62.7641 

TA 
12.8448 
24.9607 
30.9955 
41.8568 
61.9738 
62.2525 
62.5841 
62.7637 
62.4319 

Figure 4. Total network power of the routing algorithms. 

TABLE \I OVERALL AVERAGE LATENCY UNDER NETWORK LOADS 

Loads XV OE DyAD TA 
10% 43.2656 52.652 43.8445 41.8928 
20% 42.3411 53.6972 42.2145 41.8894 
30% 42.4873 56.1594 42.5541 42.2101 
40% 43.8165 63.0111 43.7522 42.9367 
50% 47.2198 106.528 47.5683 45.9084 
60% 47.8017 111.9218 48.2531 46.2676 
70% 47.4432 119.36 47.8765 46.2948 
80% 48.6428 118.811 48.912 45.7455 
90% 49.3433 118.072 50.8574 46.0721 

Figure 5. Overall average latency in clock cycleslflit. 
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Simulation results of Network Loads vs. Average 
Latency in clock cycle per flint for XY, OE, DyAd and 
proposed TA routing algorithms are shown in Table II and 
Fig. 5. 

Table III shows Average Network Power under low, mid 
and high network loads. Fig. 6 shows the graphical 
representation for data of Table III. 

TABLE III. AVERAGE TOTAL NETWORK POWER CONSUMPTION 
UNDER Low, MID AND HIGH NETWORK LOADS 

Loads XV 
Low 23.30477 
Mid 55.56197 
High 62.428 

OE 
29.25697 
61.04677 
67.8522 

DyAD 
23.1935 
55.456 

62.7048 

TA 
22.93367 
55.36103 
62.5932 

Figure 6. Average total network power under loads. 

Table IV shows Average Network Power under low, mid 
and high network loads. Fig. 7 shows the graphical 
representation for data of Table IV. 

TABLE IV. AVERAGE OVERALL LATENCY IN CLOCK CYCLE PER 
FLINT UNDER Low, MID AND HIGH NETWORK LOADS 

Loads XY OE DyAD 
Low 42.698 54.16953 42.87103 
Mid 46.27933 93.8203 46.52453 
High 48.4764 118.7477 48.8056 

TA 
41.99743 
45.03757 
46.0375 

Figure 7. Average latency in clock cycle per flint. 

C. Results Justification 
All four tables and graphs display the advantages of T A 

over three of the most popular routing algorithms. 



The simulation results for a 6x6, 20 mesh topology 
comparing load percentage variation and total network 
power consumption in milliWatts for XY, OE, DyAD and 
proposed TA routing algorithms are shown in Table I. 

Fig. 4 presents a graphical representation of the data seen 
in Table I, which shows the total power consumption in 
milliWatts for load percentages varying from 10% to 90% in 
10% intervals. 

From Table I and Fig. 4 it can be seen that the proposed 
TA routing algorithm consumes less total network power for 
10%-50% network loads while still yielding competitive 
results for 60%-90% network loads. It trails only behind the 
XY routing algorithm by 22%. 

Table II depicts the simulation results for a 6x6, 2D mesh 
topology comparing the overall average latency in clock 
cycles per flint and varying load percentage for the XY, OE, 
DyAD and proposed T A routing algorithms. 

Fig. 5 portrays the data from Table II in graphical form, 
which shows the overall average latency for XY, OE, DyAD 
and T A routing algorithms for load percentages of 10% 
through 90% in intervals of 10%. 

Table II and Fig. 5 both portray the effectiveness of using 
the TA routing algorithm. TA showed better results, 
consistently throughout all of the varying loads when 
compared against XY, OE, and DyAD routing algorithms. 

The average power consumption for a 6x6, 20 mesh 
topology in low, medium and high loads for XY, OE, DyAD 
and TA routing algorithms can be seen in Table III. 

Fig. 6 displays the data from Table III as a graphical 
representation. This illustrates the average power 
consumption for XY, OE, DyAD and TA routing algorithms 
under low, mid and high load percentages. Low load 
percentage represents the average power consumption for 
load percentages of 10% though 30%, mid load percentage 
represents the averages power consumption for load 
percentages of 40% through 60%, and high load percentage 
represents load percentages of 70% through 90%. The 
average power consumption is measured in milliWatts. 

From Table III and Fig. 6, it can be seen that the 
proposed TA routing algorithm consumes less power than 
XY, OE, and DyAD for low and mid load percentages. It 
consumes less power than OE and DyAD for high load 
percentages. 

Table IV depicts the results for average overall latency in 
flits per clock cycle for XY, OE, DyAD and TA routing 
algorithms under low, medium and high load percentages. 

Fig. 7 is a graphical representation of the data displayed 
in Table 4. The results of average latency in flits per clock 
cycle for low (10%-30%), medium (40%-60%), and high 
(70%-90%) load percentages can be seen for XY, OE, DyAD 
and TA routing algorithms. 
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Both Table IV and Fig. 7 demonstrate TA's advantages 
over the other 3 routing algorithms for low, medium and 
high traffic load. 

V. CONCLUSION 

New adaptive NOC routing algorithm, Traffic Allocation 
(T A) routing, simulation results and analysis are presented in 
this paper. The comparison of the four routing algorithms, 
XY, OE, DyAD and TA routings in term of average total 
network power consumption and average communication 
latency in clock cycle per flint is also presented. Test results 
demonstrate that the new T A routing algorithm is capable of 
improving the system performance under different network 
load levels. We hope to show in the future that many real
world NOC applications can benefit from our proposed T A 
routing algorithm design. 
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